When Naples resident Stacey Bulloch was 20
weeks pregnant, an ultrasound examination
revealed a problem with her baby, Harrison.
Although his head circumference was on track,
his body measurements were those of a 16-weekold, making him abnormally small. Troubled,
her obstetrician referred her to Maternal Fetal
Medicine of Southwest Florida (MFM) for
specialized care.

BORN
too soon

by Sandra Yeyati
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t’s that impending doom kind of feeling,” Stacey says of that moment.
“Everyone tries to be nice and say, ‘It could be nothing. Everything
will be fine,’ but the reality is that they don’t know.”

Two hours later, nurses wheeled Stacey in her hospital bed to the
NICU to see her newborn for the first time.
“He was the tiniest thing, totally covered up with breathing tubes,

After a more extensive ultrasound, the MFM doctor said there

IVs and other wires. He was in the isolette, so I couldn’t touch him.” At

was a 50 percent chance of dwarfism or another yet unidentifiable

two pounds three ounces, Harrison was considered a “micro preemie.”

growth issue. He told Stacey and her husband, Robert, they had one
week to decide whether or not to abort the pregnancy.
“You find yourself having conversations with your partner that you

Then began a two-month journey to save Harrison and help him
grow and develop. Everything happened in the large NICU room where
about 15 other children lay in incubators with their families, nurses and

never imagined having,” Stacey says.

specialists milling about, attending to

“Thankfully, my husband and I were on

all the life-and-death issues.

the same page: Dwarfism was not a big

To stabilize his temperature and

enough issue to consider terminating

reduce high bilirubin levels, Harrison

the pregnancy.”

was placed under special lights with a

It was very likely that the baby

mask to protect his eyes. Every three

would be premature. If they could

hours, a nurse would take off the

hold out to 36 weeks, there was a 50

mask and clean his eyes, swab his

percent chance that the baby would

mouth, change his diaper and take

do well. If he was born earlier, survival

his temperature. They called it “touch

chances decreased, and a long list of

time,” and parents were invited to do

potential complications and illnesses

it, too, although the least amount of

grew. The couple did their best to deal

touching was best because of the risk

with the uncertainty.

of infection.

“There’s nothing you can do; you

“I was scared to death the first

try to stay positive and push through,”

time I did touch time,” Stacey recalls.

Stacey explains, adding that she felt

“I started crying and shaking because

like her body had failed her. Outwardly,

he was so small. I was petrified that I

there was no sign that anything was

was going to hurt him.”

wrong. She didn’t have nausea, fatigue
or other symptoms.
At

31

weeks,

measurements

revealed that Harrison had not grown
during the previous two weeks. Making
matters worse, blood flow through
the umbilical cord had reversed. The

“He was two weeks old when I got
to hold him for the first time. It
felt like you were holding a pair of
sunglasses wrapped in blankets,”
Stacey recalls.

Bullochs decided to follow the doctor’s recommendation to proceed with
a C-section delivery.
Although Naples Community Hospital had a neonatal intensive
care unit (NICU), their cutoff was 32 weeks. Harrison needed a more

In the beginning, Harrison received
just one milliliter of breast milk every
12 hours through a feeding tube. As
he tolerated it, he was given greater
quantities more often. In the meantime,
neonatal specialists conducted a slew
of tests, day and night. One by one,

Harrison passed his tests, improving and growing every day.
“He was two weeks old when I got to hold him for the first time. It felt
like you were holding a pair of sunglasses wrapped in blankets,” Stacey
recalls.

specialized unit and luckily, the Golisano Children’s Hospital of Southwest

After four weeks, Harrison graduated from NICU A, for children with

Florida, in Fort Myers, had an open spot. Otherwise, the baby would have

more serious conditions, to NICU B, casually called the “feeders and

had to be airlifted to the next closest children’s hospital in either St.

growers.” Nurses “popped the top” on the incubator and dressed him for

Petersburg or Miami.

the first time. The new goals were to get him to maintain his temperature,

Stacey remembers the baby’s birth on October 5, 2012.

take milk from a bottle and wean off the feeding tube. Once again, they

“They took Harrison out, and he wasn’t breathing right away. The

began with one milliliter of milk, increasing the servings day by day. It

doctor handed the baby to the NICU team that was waiting behind a
glass wall with an isolette [incubator]. I heard him scream, which meant
they got him breathing.”

took another month before he was ready to come home.
Once he was home, office visits to a pediatrician and several
specialists began. Harrison was born with a small hole in his heart, which
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Now 2, Harrison has
overcome all of the
hurdles. Although he is
smaller than many kids
his age, he is perfectly
healthy and happy.
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needed to be monitored by a cardiologist. Luckily, the hole closed within six months
without surgery. Harrison did, however, need surgery to repair a hydrocele, which is the
backup of fluid around a testicle. A physical therapist came to the house every week
for more than a year to address feeding and movement issues common to preemies.
Harrison began to crawl when he was 1 year old and started walking at 19 months. On
his first birthday, he still couldn’t eat solid foods.
Now 2, Harrison has overcome all of the hurdles. He eats, walks, talks, plays with
toys and loves to swim in the pool. Although he is smaller than many kids his age, he
is perfectly healthy and happy.
“We feel very blessed,” says Stacey. “You see a lot of families in the NICU that were
not as fortunate.”
The Bullochs know how important it is to have a children’s hospital in our region
and are grateful to the many individuals that donated funds and time to make that
JENNIFER BROWN PHOTOGRAPHY

happen. The isolette and warming table used by Harrison were donated by Southwest
Florida Children’s Charities, organizer of the annual Southwest Florida Wine & Food
Fest.
“Our experience with Harrison has turned on a whole new light on philanthropy,”
Stacey says.
The Bullochs regularly help the hospital, speaking at events and sharing photos of
healthy and happy Harrison for fundraising brochures.
Today, Stacey is pregnant with her second son. Soon, she will have her 20-week
ultrasound and learn about the new baby’s condition. She’s hoping for a much easier
pregnancy but she knows that if help is needed, Golisano Children’s Hospital will be
there for her again.

♦

For more information about the Southwest Florida Wine & Food Fest, visit
SWFLWineFest.org. For more information about the Golisano Children’s
Hospital, visit LeeMemorial.org/childrenhospital and ChildrensHospitalGoal.org.
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